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Abstract: In this paper, a novel relationship between instantaneous frequency (IF) and
fundamental frequency (F0) in voiced parts of speech signals is presented. IF is calculated as
the time-derivative of the phase of the analytic signal, yielding from Hilbert transform.
Whereas F0 can be extracted using any classical pitch tracking technique (e.g. autocorrelation,
cepstrum, subharmonic-to-harmonic ratio (SHR) …etc.), this relationship has been verified
independently of the tool used to extract F0. This relationship states that the envelope of the
residual of the instantaneous frequency, defined as the difference between IF and the
maximum of harmonics tends to F0. Such a direct relationship may be useful for further
developments of F0 extraction directly from the speech signal, avoiding the approximation
that exists in most pitch extraction techniques.
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Introduction

Pitch is one of the most prominent parameters in speech. Phonologically, pitch is related to
intonation and accentuation, and phonetically, pitch is expressed by F0 values in voiced parts.
Hence, information about pitch may be useful for any speech processing application, such
analysis, recognition, synthesis …etc. Therefore, a variety of techniques were developed to
accurately measure pitch for speech signals. The main techniques could be classified according to their domain, whether temporal, spectral or both [1]. Another classification, proposed
by [2], splits the pitch tracking into event-detection techniques, like peak-picking and zerocrossing, and short-time average F0 detection techniques, like autocorrelation [3], minimal
distance methods [2], cepstral analysis [4] and harmonic analysis.
However, most of these techniques are applied in a short time manner, in order to reduce the
effects of non-linearity and non-stationarity of speech. This short time processing usually
leads to errors while estimating the pitch periods [5]. Also, wavelets are used to extract pitch,
but with their inherent defaults, mainly spectral leakage and poor time-frequency resolution
[5].
Therefore, a new set of techniques applied along the whole signal have been developed during
the last two decades. Most of them rely on the notion of instantaneous frequency (IF), which
is defined as the time-derivative of the phase of the analytic signal, obtained through Hilbert
transform [6]. Three main IF-based technique were developed [7], [8] and [9] with recognized
performance. However, most of these methods are based on empirical assumptions, where F0
is either as the smallest harmonic [8], or as a filtered discrete IF [7] or as the IF corresponding
to the greatest instantaneous amplitude of the signal IMF’s (Intrinsic mode functions) components, obtained by EMD (Empirical mode decomposition) [5].
Whereas F0 is accurately extracted from IF by these techniques a direct relationship between
IF and F0 is still looked for, to fill the gap between successful empirical approaches and the
lack of explaining theory. Therefore a novel relationship between IF and F0 in voiced parts of
speech signal is proposed in this work.

This paper is organized as follows; section 2 presents the main IF-based pitch tracking techniques, section 3 details the mathematical formulation and the physical interpretation of IF,
then section 4 presents a proposition for a direct relationship between IF and F0 in case of
speech signals and an algorithm to implement this relationship. The main findings will be
commented and discussed in section 5.
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Instantaneous frequency-based Pitch tracking

Instantaneous frequency (IF) offers the possibility to avoid the issues of conventional techniques, since IF pattern is continuously examined along the signal, and then there’s no need to
use truncated segments to reduce non-stationarity effect, nor to adjust the wavelet scale to
enhance time-frequency resolution.
Most of these technique start from the IF values to extract F0 contour as a continuous function
of time (F0 is considered null if unvoiced segments). Qiu & Al start by a) attenuating the
harmonics, through a band-pass filter bank, b) estimating the discrete IF (DIF) at different
scales of the band-pass filter bank, c) deciding about voicing based on a set of criteria related
to the DIF value (less than 50Hz or greater than 500Hz ) or to the variation between neighboring DIF’s (greater than 1.4Hz) or to the duration of sustained DIF (if it’s less than 20ms) [7].
Nevertheless, in this technique, low harmonics (less than 500Hz) may be confounded with F0
values. Therefore, multiple scales of the filter bank are used. Then the smallest non-zero DIF
is retained as F0.
In a similar approach, Kobayashi & Al. used IF pattern to track harmonics and extract F0. In
this technique, a band-pass filter bank with variable center frequency is applied to decompose
the signal into harmonic components. Then the IF of each component is considered as the
harmonic pattern. Hence the lowest IF pattern (i.e. the lowest harmonic) is considered as the
F0 contour [8].
Huang & Al. proposed another IF-based technique, as a direct application of the HuangHilbert Transform (HHT) [9]. Actually, HHT is a two-fold process performed by a) EMD
(empirical mode decomposition) where the signal is decomposed into IMF’s (Intrinsic mode
functions) by ‘Sifting’, where each IMF is characterized by its IF and IA. Then, to extract F0
(and also voicing decision), first a filtering phase is applied to all IMF’s, where only IF values
𝐻𝑧 in
between 50Hz and 600Hz are kept, and where IF values are set to zero if 𝛿
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐴𝑖
. Then F0 value is selected as the IF value correa 5-ms frame or when 𝐴
sponding to the highest IA value in all IMF’s. Finally post filtering is applied to merge and
smooth the obtained F0 values.
All of the aforementioned IF-based pitch extraction techniques were tested and compared to
classical methods, giving very accurate voicing decision and F0 values, which proves that IF
succeeds to reduce the effect of non-linearity and non-stationarity on pitch tracking.
However, most of these techniques are based on empirical assumptions, where F0 is either
taken as the smallest harmonic [Kobayashi95], or as the filtered discrete IF [7], or as the filtered IF having the highest IA in all IMF’s obtained by EMD [5]. Thus, none of these techniques propose a direct or an analytic relationship between IF and F0, though in each case, F0
is considered as a particular value of IF. Therefore, a direct relationship is proposed in this
paper, which actually starts from the same assumptions in all the described IF-based techniques. Actually, F0 will be described as the local maximum of the residual IF pattern, which
is the difference between IF and the highest harmonics. Then an algorithm is proposed to determine F0 from IF, according to this relationship.
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Instantaneous frequency and its physical interpretation

Though IF physical meaning is still controversial, its existence is mathematically proven,
since it’s considered as the time-derivative of the phase of the analytic signal.

3.1 Definition of instantaneous frequency
The analytic signal 𝑧 is obtained from a signal
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and 𝜑 respectively defined as the instantaneous amplitude and phase.
It should be noted that this definition does not require neither the stationarity nor the linearity
of the system producing s(t), which makes it valid for any natural signal.
In a generalization of the phase in case of non-harmonic signal, 𝜑 can be written as in (5).
[6]
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ic signal.
Here came the idea to define the instantaneous frequency as the derivative over time [11],
[12], [6], as in (6)
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Then for a discrete signal, the IF is easily calculated by (7)
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3.2 Physical usefulness of instantaneous frequency in speech signal
Whereas F0 is defined as the proper frequency of a phenomenon, matching to the local peak
of Fourier magnitude spectrum in case of a harmonic signal, or the pitch period in case of
speech, it’s more difficult to find a physical interpretation of IF. Actually, there’s no evident
and direct relationship between Fourier and Hilbert spectra, though some interaction may
exist [13].
Meanwhile, IF can be regarded as the carrier of harmonics, since IF exists at every instant,
including those corresponding to the period of each harmonic. Then one can look at F0 and its
harmonics as special values of IF.

4

Established relationship between pitch and instantaneous frequency

4.1 Proposed relationship
Starting from the assumption that IF carries F0 and its harmonics, some novel notations are
proposed in the following.
4.1.1 Instantaneous pitch
It can be defined as the smallest possible F0 value for which IF is the closest to its highest
multiple (or to its highest harmonic).
4.1.2 Instantaneous harmonic
It is the multiple of the instantaneous pitch. Then IF is again defined as the closest end to the
highest instantaneous harmonic. Consequently, the instantaneous harmonic order is defined as
the floor of IF divided by F0, as in (8):
𝑁ℎ

=

4.1.3 Instantaneous residual frequency
It is defined as the difference between IF and the largest harmonic at each instant, as in (9)
=
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Finally, F0 contour is obtained from the maximum value of the instantaneous residual frequency. These maxima are calculated on overlapping frames of small duration (less than
40ms), as in (10).
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This relationship between IF and F0, as given in (9) and (10), was verified and validated on a
large set of signals. Actually, F0 used in (8) and (9) are extracted by any conventional technique of pitch tracking. In the case of this study, SHR algorithm [14] was used with 20-ms
frame duration and 5-ms shift, and with activating the voicing check option, that sets F0 values to zero in unvoiced parts of speech.
The next step is to align F0 contour, so that each extracted F0 value is affected to all the instants along the frame.
Figure 1 show the results for a speech signal, where fir denotes the residual IF, F0 the SHRextracted value and F0est the re-estimated f0 values by (10).
4.2 Experimental implementation
The IF-F0 relationship check was implemented in a 3-step algorithm
4.2.1 Step 1- Check voicing which was realized using the CV-option, i.e. check voicing, in
the SHR algorithm, which values were used as reference. Actually, SHR algorithm
was opted for since it’s based on studying the ratio of harmonics, though in the Fourier
domain, and therefore it looks the most similar approach to the present one.

4.2.2 Step 2- Calculating the number of instantaneous harmonics and the residual IF: Only
in voiced parts, the number of instantaneous harmonics and the residual IF was calculated using equations (8) and (9)
4.2.3 Step 3- Calculating the instantaneous F0 at each frame: the instantaneous F0 is calculated as the maximum of the residual IF at each sliding frame.
4.3

Experimental results

Figure 1 – Instanteneous frequency (IF), fundamental frequency (F0) and residual IF of the
Arabic speech signal /laa lan yudhia alkhabara/ (No, he won’t diffuse the news)
Figure 1 shows a sample of F0 extraction using the instantaneous frequency. Subplot 2 shows
the IF pattern directly obtained as the time derivative of the phase of the analytic signal. In
Subplot 3, the curve of the frame-maxima of the residual IF is considered as the estimated f0
contour. Then Subplot 4 shows a quite superposition between the estimated F0 contour and
the reference f0 contour extracted by SHR algorithm [14], using a 20ms frame length with
5ms shift, for SHR and 5ms frame length and 1ms shift for the IF-based F0.
Since the frame length is not compulsory the same, as used to extract F0 from the IF pattern,
or using the SHR-algorithm, then it would be difficult to measure the mean square error.
Therefore, another measure, consisting in the relative absolute error between the areas swept
by reference and estimated f0 contours could be used. Whereas the SHR-algorithm frame
length was fixed at 20ms with a 5ms-shift, as it gives the best F0 values and voicing decisions, the frame length was varied in the IF-based f0 extraction algorithm.
Table 1 shows the statistics obtained through the application of both f0 extraction algorithms
on four sets of speech signals, each containing 10 samples.

Table 1 – Statistical measures between IF-based and SHR-based F0 for different frame lengths

Speech DB

Voice

Fs

DB1 [15]

Female

16 KHz 20 ms

DB1 [15]

DB2 [16]

DB3 [16]

5

Male

Female

Male

Frame
length

Shift

Relative
absolute error

5 ms

17.5 %

10 ms

2.5 ms 9.3 %

5 ms

1 ms

4.1%

5 ms

27.1%

16 KHz 20 ms
10 ms

2.5 ms 15.4 %

5 ms

1 ms

7.8%

5 ms

30.1 %

48 KHz 20 ms
10 ms

2.5 ms 16.3 %

5 ms

1 ms

8.9%

5 ms

56.8 %

48 KHz 20 ms
10 ms

2.5 ms 33.6 %

5 ms

1 ms

19.4 %

Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, a novel relationship between IF and F0 was proposed for speech signals. Many
IF-based pitch extraction methods were developed by [5], [7] and [8]. However, none of these
works mentioned a direct relationship between IF and pitch, but a successful empirical technique to extract F0 from IF pattern. In this work, such a relationship is established, allowing
to propose an algorithm where F0 would be directly estimated from the IF pattern of speech
signals. Based on the experimental results, the smaller is the frame length; the better is the
extraction performance. Then further developments could improve the algorithm, especially
in terms of reducing its complexity for a small frame length.
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